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PRE QUARTERLY EXAMINATIONS -2016 
  COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
CLASS  : XII [ E.M] Time Allowed: 3 Hours   Maximum marks: 150 
 
Note:  

i. Candidates should answer all the questions in PART –A (Objective type) (1 to 75) in the separate 
OMR Answer Sheet Supplied (Refer instructions in the OMR Answer sheet) 

ii. Time allotted for answer question numbers 1 to 75 is first 75 minutes. 
iii. Part- B and C questions (76 to 110) should be answered in the main answer book. 

PART – A   (75 X 1=75) 
ANSWERS ALL: 
1. A document may contain ------ a) text b) tables c) graphs d) All the above 

2. The ----command can then be used to open a new document. 

a) File New Text Document b) ) File New c) ) Edit New d)Edit New Text Document 

3. ___ key combination is used to move to the end of the document. 

a)Ctrl+End b) Ctrl+Home c) Alt+End d)End 

4.--------------is called Decorative font. 

a)Fajitha b)Times c)Monotype d)Lucida handwriting 

5. -------- returns are inserted as line breaks by StarOffice Writer. 

a)Soft b)Hard c)Carriage d)Null 

6.There are-----------types of alignments available in star office writer. 

a)2 b)1 C)4 D)3 

7. A -------value will result in a hanging indent. 

a)Positive b)Negative c)Decimal d)Binary 

8. The bullets and numbering option under –menu. 

a) Format b)Edit c)File d)Insert 

9.There are -----types of Formatting available in star office Writer. 

a)1 b)2 c)3 d)4 

10.To add a row after the last row of the table in star office writer, the key pressed is… 

a. tab b. Shift c. Alt d. Ctrl 

11. To skip all the Occurrences of the word---------- button is clicked. 

a)Ignore Once b)Ignore All c)Change b)Change All 

12. To make all columns even, right click inside the table and select ---in the pop-up menu. 

a) Column Space Equally b) Rows Space Equally c) Insert Space Equally d) Edit Space Equally 

13.The default width of a page in default orientation is………. 

a. 8.5x11 inch b. 11x8.25 inch c. 11x8.5 inch d. 8.5x1 inch 
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14. The default margins are ------inch top and bottom margins and ------ inches left and right margins. 

a)1, 1.25 b)1.25,1 c)1,1 d)1.5,1 

15.------------is a command is used to insert a page number in every page. 

a) Insert Fields Page Number b)Insert Page Number c) Edit Page Number d)Format Page Number 

16. There are -----------types of page Orientations available in star office writer, 

a) 1 b)2 c)3 d)4 

17. The Visi calc was invented by------------ 

a) Dan Bricklin b) Bon Frankston c) Dan Bricklin and Bon Frankston D)Hungmann 

18 .--------------is the first electronic spreadsheet. 

a)V isi Calc b)Star Calc c)Excel d)None of the above 

19.Default date format in the worksheet in--------- 

a)DD/MM/YY B)MM/DD/YY C)YY/MM/DD D)YYYY/DD/DD 

20.----------------is the function key used to edit the cells in worksheet 

a)F1 b)F2 c)F3 d)F4 

21.—is called text operator. 

a)+ b)& c)a&b d)@ 

22.How many rows and columns are there in visicalc? 

a. 524,36 b. 254.36 c. 63,254 d. 254,63 

23.A column in s star office base table represents a………… 

a. structure b. file c. field d. record 

24. A cell is referred to by its ---------- 

a)Rows b)Columns c)Address d)Number 

25.—is called multiple sorting icon. 

a) b) c) d)none of these above 

26. MMS Expands--------- 

a) Multimedia Messaging System b)Multiply Messaging System 

c)Manageable Message Structure d)Multimedia Messaging Structure 

27. What are the most common image formats------ 

a) JPG b)GIF c)a and b d)WAV 

28. A MIDI file that plays for approximately 5 minutes may be only -------- KB. 

a) 25 b)50 c)75 d)100 

29.The following one is not a multimedia software………….. 

a)Maya b)Flash c)Dream Weaver d)Paint 

30. To open Media Player window Choose -----------------  Media Player 

a)Insert b)Tools c)Format d)Open 
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31.-------------- is used for inserting a formula into the presentation for performing calculations. 

a)Applet b)OLE c)Formula d)Calculator 

32.To set the default printing options for StarOffice Impress, choose 

a) Tools Options StarOffice Impress Print b)File print 

c) Tools StarOffice Impress print d)Tools Print 

33. Open Navigator by choosing ---------- 

a) Edit Navigator b)Insert Navigator c)File Navigator d)Open Navigator 

34.-----------is a option used to export the presentation. 

a)File Export b)Edit Export c)Insert Export d)View Export 

35.Open the Stylist either by choosing Format Styles and Formatting or with the --- key. 

a)F12 b)F11 c)F7 d)F5 

36. The two separate segments that were realized when viewing the solution of a problem are 

(a) Data and Program (b) Data and Object (c) Data and Operations (d) Data and Class 

37. The ability of an object to respond differently to different messages is called 

(a) Polymorphism (b) Inheritance (c) Encapsulation (d) Overloading 

38. Which is a kind of self-sufficient ―subprogram‖ with a specific functional area? 

(a) Object (b) Class (c) Entity (d) Overloading 

39. The process of creating new data types from existing data type is called as 

(a) Polymorphism (b) Inheritance (c) Encapsulation (d) Overloading 

40.C++ was developed by -------------- 

(a) James Gosling (b) Rick Mascitti (c) Bjarne Stroustrup (d) Dan Bricklin 

41. The basic types of elements essential for programming coding are collectively called as 

(a) Identifiers (b) Keywords (c) Tokens (d) Constants 

42. Which is the smallest individual unit in a program? 

(a) Variable (b) Keyword (c) Tokens (d) Constant 

43. Which are reserved words with special meaning to the language compiler? 

(a) Tokens (b) Constants (c) Keywords (d) Identifiers 

44. Which are also called as variables? 

(a) Statements (b) Constants (c) Identifiers (d) Tokens 

45. int i =6; 

unsigned int j =10; 

cout << sizeof (i *j) ; 

The output when the above code is executed is 

(a) 4 (b) 2 (c) 8 (d) error 

46. If a=5 and b=4, the value of the expression a+b/2* 6 is 
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(a) 18 (b) 16 (c) 15 (d) 17 

47. Which brace is used to enclose the body of the C++ program? 

(a) () (b) {} (c) [] (d) <> 

48. Which is a predefined object that corresponds to a standard input stream? 

(a) cin (b) cout (c) cinput (d) coutput 

49.Data is read from the keyboard during runtime by using the object 

(a) c++in (b) cin (c) c++out (d) cout 

50. In C++, which file comprises the combined properties of istream and ostream? 

(a) iostream.h (b) stdio.h (c) string.h (d) conio.h 

51. A preprocessor directive starts with the symbol 

(a)^ b) # (c) % (d) $ 

52.The operator >> is called as ------------ 

(a) Stream operator (b) Abstraction operator (c) Insertion operator (d) Extraction operator 

53. The extraction operator is also called as 

(a) Get from (b) Get to (c) Put to (d) Put from 

54. Which of the following operators is called as insertion operator or put to operator? 

(a) >> (b) > (c) < (d) << 

55. Read the following C++ program: 

#i nclude < iostream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int num=2; 

do 

{ 

cout << num*num <<''; 

num +=1; 

} 

while (num<6); 

} 

Name the control variable used in the program. 

(a)6 (b) num (c) None of these three choices (d) +=1 

56. What is the test expression (condition) used? 

(a) num (b) num * num (c) None of these three choices (d) (num<6) 

57. How many times will the loop be executed? 

(a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 3 (d) 6 
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58. What is the output of the following program? 

 (a) 4 9 16 25 (b) 0 4 9 25(c) 2 4 9 16 25 (d) 6 4 6 8 

59. The building blocks of C++ programs are 

(a) Functions (b) Arrays (c) Classes (d) Statements 

60.How many fundamental data types are there in C++? 

a. 1 b. 2 c.3 d. 4 

61.Which of the following special meaning to the language complier? 

a. tokens b. constants c. identifiers d. keywords 

62.How many kinds of the loops are there in C++? 

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4 

63.Which of the following is the invalid variable declaration? 

a. int a,b; b. int a; int b; c. int a; floatb; d. int a;b; 

64.Which decision statement creates breaches for multiple alternatives? 

a. if..else b. switch c. cin d. while 

65.A function can be invoked from another function using its………. 

a. variables b. name c. return d. value 

66.Which function executes faster but requires more memory space? 

a. normal function b. void function c. regular function d. inline function 

67.The scope of any variable used in the entire program is……… 

a. local b. file c. function d. class 

68.The variable declared above all blocks and function is called as……… 

a. local scope b. function scope c. file scope d. class scope 

69.Which of the following refers to the accessibility of a variable? 

a. scope b. stacks c. storage class d. functions 

70. In which method any change in the formal parameters is reflected to the actual parameters? 

a. call by reference b. call by value c. call by function d. call by variable 

71.int a,b,c; a=6,b=7; c=(a++) – (--b); cout<<c; the output of the above code, when it is executed is….. 

a. 0 b. 9 c. 11 d. error 

72.In which of the following mechanism are the data and functions bound together within an object definition? 

a. polymorphism b. inheritance c. encapsulation d. operations 

73.Which is a kind of self sufficient sub program with a specific functional area? 

a. objects b. inheritance c. functions d. encapsulation 
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74.………… view allows us to reorder , slide edit slide titles and heading. 

a. normal b. notes c. handouts d. outline 

75.The keyboard shortcut used to create a new presentation using template is………… 

a. Ctrl + N b. Shift + Ctrl + N c. Alt + N d. Ctrl + F + N 

PART – B   (20 X 2=40) 

ANSWERS ANY 20 ONLY 

76. What is meant by text editing? 

77. How can we work with Multiple Document? 

78. What is the use of highlighting the text? 

79. How will we Increase an indent, Decrease an Indent using tool bar? 

80. What is meant by Auto spell check? 

81. What is use of page preview? 

82. How to make the selected rows and columns of the same size? 

83. What are the two types of page orientations 

84. Write down the steps involved in including text in header and footer? 

85. Define “Visicalc” 

86. What is Date arithmetic? Define 3-D formula. 

87. Define File, Field. 

88. What is a primary key? 

89. What is a filter? What are the types of filters available in star base? 

90. What is MMS? 

91. Compare lossless and lossy video compressions? 

92. What is the use of master page in presentation? 

93. What is ‘Rehearse Timings’? Explain in detail 

94. How will we insert a slide? How will we rename a slide? 

95. Define Encapsulation? 

96. What is String Literal? Give example.  

97. What are the three kinds of section in C++? 

 98. How is pointer variable different from ordinary variable? 

99. What is an inline function? 

100. What is the main purpose of using function prototype? 
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PART – C     (7 X 5=35) 

ANSWERS ANY 7 ONLY 

101. How will you find and replace a given word in star office writer? 

102. How would you create the bullets and numbered list? 

103. How would you carry out the spell check after the entire document is typed? 

104. What are the Various function of the icons in the table formatting tool bar? 

105. Write the advantages of using   Electronic Spreadsheet? 

106. Explain the different Formatting options available in star office calc 

107. How will you Insert Rows, Columns and cells in a worksheet? Give and example. 

108. Explain different Database types. 

109. What is switch statement explain with example? 

110 .Explain the call by reference method in function with suitable example 

 

"OPPORTUNITIES DON'T HAPPEN, YOU CREATE THEM." 
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